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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Airport security 'allowed to read your emails'
Israeli security officials at Ben Gurion airport are legally
allowed to demand access to tourists' email accounts and
deny them entry if they refuse, the country's top legal
official said. Details of the policy were laid out by Attorney
General Yehuda Weinstein in a written response to the
Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), the group said.
Read more

Japan Dreamliner test flight lands at Tokyo airport
A Dreamliner test flight with top Boeing and All Nippon
Airways chiefs aboard landed at a Tokyo airport on Sunday,
three months after the global fleet of 787s was grounded, as
airlines seek to reassure passengers the planes are safe.
Read more

Course teaches authorities to thwart explosions
Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

An Advanced Improvised Explosive Device Disposal
course conducted last week at Northwest Florida
Regional Airport was planned in January but occurred
the night before authorities hunted down the Boston
Marathon bombing suspects. The course is open to
domestic military technicians and students from federal
agencies, and it teaches them how to dismantle and
dispose bomb. Read more

Saudi Court Convicts 8 on Terrorism Charges
The official Saudi news agency says a court has convicted eight men on terrorismrelated charges, including plotting attacks on an oil refinery. The defendants, seven
Saudis and one Yemeni, were given prison sentences ranging from four months to eight
years. Read more

Maldon arthritis man quits flying over airport security
A builder with five metal joint implants has given up flying
because of airport security alarms going off. Roger (Bob)
Hickford, 71, of Maldon, Essex, has arthritis and had his first
joint replacement - his right hip - 12 years ago. Whenever he
uses an airport, the metal in his body sets off the security
alarms and he is taken to one side. The embarrassment of the alarms and his "painful"
wait in queues means he and his wife Rose no longer want to fly. Read more
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Dzhokhar Tsarnaev had no firearms, explosives when captured
More details have emerged to shed light on the last
few hours before 19-year old Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
was captured hiding on a boat in Watertown,
Massachusetts. Tsarnaev had no weapons or
explosives with him in the boat where he was hiding.
Boston police officers say that the heavy fire directed
at the boat was probably the result of chaos of the moment. Read more

Experts: security of U.S. mass transit system must be tightened
Counterterrorism experts are arguing that security on
America’s mass transit lines must be tightened in light of
the foiled plot to attack a Toronto passenger train. The
plan to attack Canada’s transit system highlights security
holes in America’s commuter system, and the challenges
involved in securing this vast system. Read more

Laguna police recover bomb in car engine
Police have recovered a powerful explosive device inside an
Indian businessman’s car in Alaminos, Laguna, an official said
Thursday. A car repair shop near Manila alerted police after a
mechanic found the device Wednesday inside the vehicle’s
engine compartment, which the owner and two compatriots
had driven there for repairs, said Chief Superintendent
Benito Estipona. Read more

Hamas teaches Palestinian schoolboys how to fire Kalashnikovs
Palestinian schoolboys are learning how to fire Kalashnikovs,
throw grenades and plant improvised explosive devices as
part of a programme run by Hamas's education ministry.
Hamas authorities introduced the 'Futuwwa', or youth
programme into the state curriculum last September for
37,000 Palestinian boys aged between 15 and 17, conceiving
it as a scheme intended to initiate a new generation of Palestinian men in the struggle
against Israel. Read more

Gosport man 'created and sold bogus bomb detectors'
A Gosport man manufactured bogus explosive detectors
and sold them for almost £600 each, a court heard.
Anthony Williamson, 58, is accused of creating and
selling the device, which cannot be named for legal
reasons. It was claimed the device could detect traces of
explosive, drugs and human remains but an expert has
said it was "completely ineffectual." Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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